HD-SDI Cameras & Accessories
HD-SDI Camera Extension Cables with Video, Power & Audio 75-5 Coaxial
As off the shelf commercial accessories for cameras with built in audio do not seem to
be easily available for the new Full HD-SDI cameras, we offer them as available
accessories should they be required.
Custom manufactured HD-SDI camera extension cables for camera cables requiring
power and audio to be incorporated into a single cable housing.

20 Meter Length Camera Extension Cable …………………………….$300
SDI Video, audio, power supply, 75-5 coaxial power AWG22 + 2 + 2 core audio Multi-Shielded AWG24

HD-SDI Camera Extension Cables with Video, Power & Audio 75-5 Coaxial
As off the shelf commercial accessories for cameras with built in audio do not seem to
be easily available for the new Full HD-SDI cameras, we offer them as available
accessories should they be required.
Custom manufactured HD-SDI camera extension cables for camera cables requiring
power and audio to be incorporated into a single cable housing.

5 Meter Length Camera Extension Cable ……………………………….$200
SDI Video, audio, power supply, 75-5 coaxial power AWG22 + 2 + 2 core audio Multi-Shielded AWG24

BTC-SDI High Definition Full HD 1080p camera
2.8mm 3.0 Megapixel Full HD 1080p wide-angle camera for use with HD-SDI High
Definition mobile DVRs like the FHD4G & FHD4W DVR platforms. Color camera, with
switching Night Vision IR LEDs, with built in Audio with user adjustable amplifier gain.
Black Turret Camera (BTC) for applications where vandal protection is required such
as school bus video surveillance, transit bus security cameras, prison inmate transport
shuttle where camera cables must be hidden. IR LEDs glow when activated to provide
necessary awareness to those being recorded even when there is no light to read the
public notification of recording decals.

BTC-SDI 2.8mm Camera………………………………..$200

SAC-SDI Stop Arm Violation Capture High Definition Full HD 1080p camera
12mm 3.0 Megapixel Full HD 1080p IP66 camera for use with HD-SDI High Definition
mobile DVRs like the FHD4G & FHD4W DVR platforms. Color camera, with switching
Night Vision IR LEDs. This camera for use in interior or exterior applications where
capture of passing vehicles license plates is required for citation of violation of Stop
Arm crossing gate laws. ABV recommends use of dual Stop Arm Cameras (one
forward facing and one rear facing to capture the vehicle license plate as well as the
image of the driver, front passenger and car details in case additional evidence
requirement is needed for citation.
Black Turret Camera (BTC) for applications where vandal protection is required such
as school bus video surveillance, transit bus security cameras, prison inmate transport
shuttle where camera cables must be hidden. IR LEDs glow when activated to provide
necessary awareness to those being recorded even when there is no light to read the
public notification of recording decals.

SAC-SDI 12mm Camera……………………………………..$300

PD-SDI High Definition Full HD 1080p camera
2.8mm 3.0 Megapixel Full HD 1080p wide-angle camera for use with HD-SDI High
Definition mobile DVRs like the FHD4G & FHD4W DVR platforms. Color camera, with
switching Night Vision IR LEDs, with built in Audio.
Police Department (PD) designation is for applications where vandal protection is NOT
required such as police car, taxi, airport shuttle, car, pickup, tractor installations where
camera cables do not have to be completely hidden. IR LEDs glow when activated to
provide necessary awareness to those being recorded even when there is no light to
read the public notification of recording decals.

PD-SDI 2.8mm Camera included w/Sun Shield…………………..$200
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